
Presser Foot Set Guide – 10 piece set 

 

 

¼” Patchwork Foot 
For a perfect 1/4” piecing seam for quilting piecing, precision sewing or crafts. Place fabric 
pieces right sides together, edges even. The right hand edge of the foot is even with the 
fabric edges. Straight stitch with foot edge following fabric edges. 

 

Invisible zipper foot 
All invisible zipper feet have grooves on the underside of the foot that allow the zipper coils 
to slide through smoothly. The beauty of an invisible zipper foot is the way the coils fit 
perfectly into the grooves on the sole of the foot. 

 

Straight stitch foot 
The straight stitch foot is often used on very fine or very heavy fabrics. This particular foot is 
flat on the underside to provide an even pressure against the feed dogs and it has a rounded 
needle hole which offers the benefit of more support around the needle to prevent skipped 
stitches and puckering. 

 

Overedge foot 
Overedge Foot. Use with an overcasting stitch to allow thread to wrap around the edge of 
the fabric to prevent unraveling. The foot guides the fabric and keeps your edges flat by 
compensating for the lack of friction when the needle makes the right-most stitch. 

 

Non stick leather presser foot 
This sewing foot is used to sew over leather, vinyl, plastics, Lycra and other fabrics that could 
stick, slip or slide under a normal presser foot. The non stick foot is able to secure these 
tricky fabrics and help the sewing process go smoothly. 

 

Rolled Hem Foot 
Used for light to medium weight fabrics, designed to roll the edge of the fabric into the 
topside of the hem. 

 

Blind Stitch Foot 
This foot helps guide the fabric when hemming. This allows the needle to pick up a small 
amount of fabric for a perfect hem. Can also be used for topstitching, edge stitching and pin 
tick. 

 

Button Sewing on Foot 
Holds buttons and snaps in place, allows good visibility when sewing. 

 

Clearview Zigzag Foot 
For sewing with decorative stitches. The cut-out on the underside of this foot is designed to 
accommodate dense stitch formations and prevents stitches from bunching. 

 

Zipper Foot 
Use for sewing in zippers. Can also be used for piping. 

 


